THE ONLINE SPACE -TUIHONO
Going behind the scenes ... looking
at the online space and what's 'under
the bonnet' of the internet - ipurangi.
Explore and unpack the questions, search for
info, chat, collaborate, verify. Capture and
present your knowledge through innovative
ways (key words, visual representations, bullet
points, arrows etc) or any way that best reflects
your knowledge - don't forget to jot down

WHERE

you got your info from (attribution).

THE INTERNET (IPURANGI) IS A THING
How and when did it evolve?
Who owns it?

Are there 'internet regulators' or people who

control it if things go wrong?
Is it the same for everyone around the world?

Why or why not?

Who helps us in New Zealand?

AGE RESTRICTIONS - NECESSARY OR NOT?
What type of sites - paetukutuku/apps -taup

ānga

carry age restrictions?

Why are there age restrictions on some sites/apps?
Is it important to have restrictions on some sites/apps?

Explore pro's and

con's (good and not-so-good things) about any restrictions.
If we are younger than the age allowed on the site or app, what are
some of the issues or challenges that could happen?

IN THE 'PUBLIC DOMAIN'
What is the public domain?
Why is this important to know about when we use online spaces?
What sort of information or content do we have online right now that
might be in the 'public domain'?

What are the ways could we find out?

What can we do to manage who can see our content online?

AN INTERNET FOR GOOD
What are some of the ways the internet is helping people around the
world?

Find at least five different and significant ways it is making

an important difference for groups in different parts of the world.

DIGITAL TOOLS WE USE IN OUR LEARNING
List the digital tools / apps / sites used in our learning.
What can we find out about the privacy and security of our content and
information we share in each of these online sites?
What happens to our learning content when we move classes or leave?

CONNECTING THE DOTS
What is an ISP and what do they do?
What is 'wifi' - ahokore?
w

āhiwera?

Bluetooth - Nihokikorangi ?

Hotspot -

Describe their function and ways we might use these.

Describe ways we can communicate using the internet or digital
technology, and provide examples of the tools that enable this.
What mechanisms are available to protect us, our information /content
on devices/online?

What's in place in our schools/Kura?

At home?

THE C.V OF AN ALGORITHM
What is an algorithm?
Share an example of how these work or what they 'do'
online.
In what ways can they be helpful?

Unhelpful?

What are some of the possible / actual implications?

SEARCH ENGINES-KŪKARA
What is a 'search engine' or browser?
Find and explore three or more different browsers.
If we only ever use just one browser, what are some of the opportunities and
issues with this?
Choose a different browser from your usual one. Try it out and review and
rate it on how helpful and effective it is, and if you'd recommend it or not.
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